


JOSHUA RYAN ZEHNER 
PHYSICAL COMEDY & DRAMA SPECIALIST 

THE EXPERIENCE

With more than half of a performance comprised of unspoken emotions, artists cannot afford to miss a single 
opportunity to physically communicate with the audience. Learn how to use movement to make an unforgettable 
performance with Joshua Zehner, who has created four courses that take artists deep into the world of physical 
acting.  

PHILOSOPHY

For artists to be more successful they must get out of their heads, learn to externalize their feelings, their reactions 
and focus their training to utilize their bodies as vessels to capture and transfer emotions. That’s what’s going to 
captivate the audience and take their performances to new heights. 

It involves finding the extraordinary in the ordinary, identifying the real emotions and situations we feel every day 
and bringing them to life. Every story has been told already; the only things that change are the execution and the 
performers within it. For this reason, artists must be bold and live in a world of stark contrasts: dark blacks and 
brilliant whites! Anything gray lacks definition, a point, a message and a reason. My expertise is teaching artists 
how to take the audience on a journey of varied emotions from the lowest valleys to the highest peaks.  

At the end of the day, the act is merely the excuse to showcase the talent. It’s not about the budget, lights, costumes 
or elaborate sets; it’s about the person taking the stage. That’s what we’re all there to see. My goal is to help artists 
express emotions down to every last cell in their bodies so they can make unforgettable moments in entertainment 
and become the talent that’s remembered in history.  

 Sincerely, 
 Joshua Ryan Zehner 

THE TRADITIONALIST THE CREATIONIST

This is a traditional-style workshop with a warm-up 
activity that centers on the team and brings the group 
together.  From there the instruction will continue with 
topic-appropriate exercises, followed by a performance 
recapping the day’s lessons and a few moments of final 
discussion. 

Over the duration of the course, students work towards 
creating an original performance that they can present 
at the end of the week in front of a live audience. The 
performance is usually a presentation of comedic and 
dramatic scenes set to music - without a single word 
spoken.   

THE EXHIBITIONIST THE INDUSTRIALIST

Students perform existing materials among a larger 
group. Then, onstage, Joshua Zehner joins the artists to 
work through ideas and employ new concepts. From 
there, the artists re-perform the material, incorporating 
this live instruction. This immediate re-performance 
allows the students to feel the differences - and the 
audience to see the improvements by experiencing the 
creative process themselves. 

This course is aimed at getting students to see a familiar 
piece of work in a new light. Students bring their own 
rehearsed pieces to work through with Joshua Zehner. 
The main takeaway is an understanding that 
performances can always be improved and it’s 
important to strive for perfection. 



ABOUT JOSHUA RYAN ZEHNER

Actors work diligently to feel emotions internally, but what separates a good 
performance from a legendary one is the ability to share them! That’s where Joshua 
Zehner steps in. As an expert in physical acting, having given more than 10,000 
performances around the world, in shows like Cirque du Soleil, The Late Show with 
David Letterman and The Second City, Zehner has an incredible ability to take 
performances to the next level by finding the truth in every moment and expressing 
reaction through physicality. He’s fluent in the universal language of silence. 

From knowing where to position their hands to transitioning to the next pose, Zehner 
helps performers understand how the subtlest of gestures can have a great impact on 
the moment in entertainment. This is the essence of his teachings on physical acting: 
storytelling through movement and elevating performances by enhancing 
communication with the audience. 

Because of his extensive background in various theatre roles, such as a performer in Ringling Bros. and Barnum & 
Bailey Circus, a Command Performer for New York’s then-Mayor, Rudy Giuliani, an artist in residency for the City 
of Las Vegas; a writer for Circus-Circus Hotel & Casino’s Circus Fantasy; and a creator and director for shows like 
Cirque du Soleil’s Kooza and Cirque Berzerk: Beneath, respectively, Zehner’s diversified perspective on live 
performance is unrivaled. Coupled with more than 17 years of experience teaching improvisation, physical acting 
and comedic writing, Zehner has the ability to break down concepts into fun, digestible pieces that generate results.  

REPERTORY

PERFORMANCES PRODUCTIONS & CREATIONS 

Cirque du Soleil’s Kooza 
Clown | North American Tour

2006-2008 The Incredible Mr. Nobody  
Co-Director | Los Angeles, CA 

2011

Circus Circus Hotel & Casino Circus 
Fantasy  

Silent Comic | Las Vegas, NV

2001-2006 Alchemy & Absinthe  
Co-Director | Los Angeles, CA 

2011

Ringling Bros. And Barnum & Bailey Circus  
Clown | North American Tour

1997-2000 Cirque Berzerk: Beneath 
Director | Los Angeles, CA

2009

The Amazing Johnathan  
Cast Member | Las Vegas, NV

2005-2006 Cirque du Soleil’s Kooza 
Creator | North American Tour

2006

Command Performance for the Mayor 
Clown |Rudy Giuliani - New York, 
NY

1999

The Second City: Scriptless!  
Original Cast – Actor | Las Vegas, 
NV

2004-2006 WORKSHOPS

The Late Show with David Letterman 
Actor (Comedy)

1999 Le Petit Cirque: Clowning 
Teacher | Culver City, CA

2012-2013

The Today Show  
Actor (Comedy)

1999 The Second City: Physical Comedy & Writing 
Teacher | Hollywood, CA

2004-2006

Fox Network Comedy Commercial 
Series  

Actor | Las Vegas, NV 

2006 Kinetic Theory Studios: Physical Acting & Writing 
Teacher | Los Angeles, CA

2011-2012



ACCOLADES 

 

RESIDENCIES The Second City: Improvisation 
Teacher | Las Vegas, NV

2004-2006

Artist in Residency Las Vegas, NV  2005-2006 Physical Acting & Writing Workshop 
Teacher | Oslo, Norway

2011

Physical Acting & Comedic Writing Workshop 
Teacher | Stockholm, Sweden

2010

“I have had the privilege of having Joshua Ryan Zehner work 
with my theatre students.  Josh has a wonderful way of 
engaging the students and challenging them to see theatre, art 
and life from a new perspective. After Josh's workshops the 
students continue to talk about things they have learned and 
apply it to their current work. Josh is awesome!” 

Suzy DeVore, Assistant Professor of Theatre 
Hillsborough Community College

"Joshua Zehner... flat-out hilarious (something rare for 
circus clowns) and amazingly innovative.”  

Pat Craig 
                                                       Contra Costa Times 

“His workshop was such a nurturing, professional 
experience. It reminded me that theatre is indeed an art and 
that performance is more than just selling tickets. I highly 
recommend for anyone who needs their artistic soul 
recharged!” 
W 

Kate Danley 
Student

“Joshua Zehner’s physical comedy master class nourishes 
your artistic soul. He helps you to discover and define 
precisely every comedic beat and moment, down to the 
subtlest of gestures, honing and polishing. You realize every 
waking moment is a diamond in the rough, if you just take 
the time to observe. From this moment on, you will live your 
life with your heart and eyes opened just a bit wider.” 

Robyn Simms 
Student 

  

"...top-notch prankster that makes frequent mockery of 
the audience... far funnier than many other Cirque 
clowns.” 

Karen D’Souza 
San Jose Mercury News

“...gets the first, middle and last words in Kooza…” 

Mike Connor 
MetroActive Review 

“Josh’s physical comedy workshop helped me hone my 
comedic skills in a way that no other workshop has. His 
patience and devotion to the craft are perfect for beginners 
who are trying to become comfortable as a physical 
performer, and for veterans who are looking to take their 
art to the next level.” 

Danny Simmons 
Student 

“…clown comedy that has to be seen to be appreciated.... 
Joshua Zehner kept the crowd in stitches.” 

Charles Jarret  
allevents.com 



CONTACT

Savannah George  
. 

MANAGER | FLY FLY MEDIA  
savannah@flyflymedia.com 

310.745.4829 

NOW BOOKING 2015/2016 WORKSHOPS
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